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GOLD DROP SOCIETY

A curated Self-Care kit to support you during your "me-time"
Roll on stress-away and spritz it in the air. Breathe in as

needed throughout your day, then at the end of your day
enjoy a stress away bath bomb in your bath. doTERRA

Forgive Oil blend doesn't get enough attention, I made a
roller with this blend that can help you forgive situations,

people, and even yourself. A much needed box set that also
makes a great gift this season!
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self care kit 
price: $35.00
valued at: $44.00



GOLD DROP SOCIETY

Let's have fun! Here is your chance to make your own roller
and mists. The recipe card and oils are here for you! Apply
sleep rollerblend 30-60min before bed and spray the sleep

mist into the air, on pillows, and linen. Winter Dream is
exclusive to this kit, When my family and I think of Christmas
and Winter, we think of snow and although this year we will

be missing our travels I created this Winter Dream Mist to
bring a walk in the snowy forest into our homes.
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diy kit

price: $30.00
valued at: $40.00
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mini roller sets
price: $32 each

The holiday favorite and best selling item from
last year is back in a limited quantity the Mini

Mood Set and the Mini All the Basics set
create the perfect gift or stocking stuffer and

mini sizes are great for on-the-go.

GOLD DROP SOCIETY
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mask sprays
 price: $8 each or $15 for a set

 
Spray face mask on the inside to support

easy breathing and anxious feelings,
then Clean Mask in between washes

after each outing made with OnGuard
and Melaleuca. I like to keep a set at my
front door and one set in the cup holder

of my car next to my pile of masks for
easy use.

stress away & 
calm anxiety mists

 price: $12 each

The popular rollers are now
available in mists - use as room or
body sprays to support stress and

anxiety

GOLD DROP SOCIETY

new product alert!
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hello fancy tee's and onesies
grey tie dye

oil babe & oil mama embroidery
pink-yellow-orange or green-aqua-blue

onesie sizes: 12mo & 24mo - $25.00
kids tee: 2t/3t & 4t/5t - $25.00

womens: M or L - $30.00

GOLD DROP SOCIETY

the two daughters
x

gold drop society
Hello Fancy Tee's and Onesie's
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GOLD DROP SOCIETY

daisies diffuser necklace & bracelets  
Necklace Matte Grey Daisy with a Black Lava Bead inside and an

Iridescent Grey Bead Strand, adjustable sizing
Women 16-18" - $56.00 and Child 13"-14.5" - $48.00

Grey Daisy Bracelet Women 6.5" - $34.00 Mini 5" or 4.5" - $30.00
Black Lava and Grey Women 6.5" - $40.00 Mini 5" or 4.5" - $36.00

the two daughters
x

gold drop society
Daisy Diffuser Jewelry
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lava bead tassel
 bracelets

Our traditional holiday tassels
are back. Tassels 2.0! Do you love
this new design? Also, the tassels

are OMBRE
Available in Frosty, Mistletoe, and

Blue Christmas
Women 6.5" - $38.00

Mini 5" - $28.00

GOLD DROP SOCIETY

love me knots
x

gold drop society
Diffuser Jewelry

tassels sourced here and made
by notted nest



crystal oil pendant necklace
price: $88.00

I hope you're excited for this long hanging pendant necklace! 
Fill with your favorite oil or oil blend and have it easily accessible

around your neck
Available in tigers eye or rose quartz
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GOLD DROP SOCIETY

love me knots
x

gold drop society
Diffuser Jewelry
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GOLD DROP SOCIETY

charm bracelet
Customize your chain bracelet with adjustable charms! If you already
have the apollo chain bracelet, you're set to purchase the charms of

your choice. We also have a new chain bracelet available so these can
work with both the Apollo or our new textured chain bracelet - $60.00

Charms Sold-Separately:
Black Lava Bead - $10.00
Ivory Pearl Daisy - $12.00

Moon & Star - $20.00
Quartz Drop - $22.00

all styles can go on either adult or child bracelet however, I don't
recommend the quartz charm for children because of the size

love me knots
x

gold drop society
Diffuser Jewelry



hormone balance - $60.00
calm anxiety - $58.00

fresh air - $53.00
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GOLD DROP SOCIETY

jules & gem hi
x

gold drop society
Natural Essentail Oil Candles

notted nest
Wooden Macrame Teethers
(comes with a dropper vial

of Siberian Fir +
Fractionated Coconut oil to

apply on the wood to
soothe gums)

Price: $18.00 each



pick the perfect
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stress away & 
calm anxiety mists

roller sets mask sprays

GOLD DROP SOCIETY

oil tees

kits

new jewelry 
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GOLD DROP SOCIETY

Tassels 2.0 bracelets stacked
and the new textured charm
bracelet with all the charms

+
a Hello Fancy Tee!

Self-Care Box

Natural Essential Oil Candles

Daily Immunity Roller
Diffuser Jewelry

Mini Bath Bombs
Hello Fancy Tee

Babies - Wooden Teethers and
Hello Fancy Onesie

Stress Away, Calm Anxiety,
Mood Boost, or Goodnight

rollers and bath bombs

DIY kit

A variety of Rollers and Mists
according to their needs

Fresh Air Mist is always a good
one for the home


